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Incremental cost-effectiveness of extracorporeal
membranous oxygenation as a bridge to cardiac transplant
or left ventricular assist device placement in patients with
refractory cardiogenic shock
Joseph Reza, MD,a Ashley Mila, MD,a Bradford Ledzian, PA-C,b Jingwei Sun, PhD,c and
Scott Silvestry, MDb

Objective: Emerging literature has described using venoarterial extracorporeal
membranous oxygenation (ECMO) as a bridge to transplant or left ventricular assist
device (LVAD) placement. We sought to identify the incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio (ICER) of ECMO used as a bridge to cardiac transplant or LVAD.
Methods: Patients with refractory cardiogenic shock who received venoarterial
ECMO and were bridged to either cardiac transplant (n ¼ 7) or a HeartMate 3
LVAD (n ¼ 6) placement were included. Markov modeling was used, comparing
ECMO bridging with non–ECMO-bridged patients. Cohorts entered the model alive
and at every 1-year cycle, were exposed to risk of death, and ran forward for 20 years
after transplant or LVAD.
Results: Patients bridged with ECMO to cardiac transplant were stratiﬁed as group
1 whereas those bridged with ECMO to LVAD were stratiﬁed as group 2. The
average ECMO run was 3 days in group 1 versus 11 days in group 2. Among group
1 patients, the ICER was $246,629 but was paired with a longer life expectancy.
The ICER of group 2 patients was –$107,088 and was not paired with a longer life
expectancy. The average inpatient cost for group 1 was found to be $636,023 versus
$769,471 for group 2 patients. The average inpatient costs for patients not bridged
to ECMO who received cardiac transplant or LVAD was $538,928 and $325,242,
respectively.
Conclusions: Using ECMO to bridge to transplant or LVAD placement is not cost
effective. However, patients bridged to transplant are paired with longer life expectancy in contrast to patients bridged to LVAD. (JTCVS Open 2022;11:132-45)

The incidence of heart failure continues to increase in the
United States, leading to a significant financial burden for
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COST

ABSTRACT

Effectiveness

Bridging patients with ECMO to transplant or LVAD
is above the cost-effective threshold.

CENTRAL MESSAGE

Bridging patients in refractory
cardiogenic shock with VAECMO to transplant or LVAD is
not cost effective, and improved
life expectancy among transplanted patients is not shared by
LVAD patients.
PERSPECTIVE
Complex clinical questions are encountered
when managing patients with refractory cardiogenic shock on VA-ECMO, with costeffectiveness being an important consideration.
Bridging patients to transplant or LVAD is not
cost effective. In contrast to ECMO bridged transplant, a shorter life expectancy after bridging to
LVAD compounds the negative impact on costeffectiveness.

the health care system.1,2 Despite improvements in medical
therapy, hospitalization resulting from decompensated
heart failure continues to carry significant mortality and
can exceed 70% in those with refractory cardiogenic
shock.3 Advances in biomedical engineering have led to
the development of technology enabling the rescue of patients with refractory cardiac failure, including percutaneous devices, implantable continuous-flow ventricular
assist devices, and extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (ECMO). While cardiac transplant remains the gold
standard for selected patients, the scarcity of this resource
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
ECMO ¼ extracorporeal membranous oxygenation
HM3 ¼ HeartMate 3
ICER ¼ incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
ICU ¼ intensive care unit
LVAD ¼ left ventricular assist device
MCS ¼ mechanical circulatory support
NYHA ¼ New York Heart Association
QALY ¼ quality-adjusted life year
VA
¼ venoarterial
remains a paramount factor in providing a durable intervention to prolong life in these patients.4
In the dramatic setting of rapid cardiac decompensation,
venoarterial (VA) ECMO has been increasingly employed
as a therapeutic intervention to treat acute cardiac failure,
potentially as a bridge to recovery or continuous-flow
ventricular assist device placement.5–8 Conversely, the
application of VA-ECMO used as a bridge to orthotopic
heart transplant has not demonstrated consistent benefit,
with recent retrospective data demonstrating an increased
risk of early mortality.4
Therapeutic advancements such as ECMO are expensive
and require specialized care teams in specialized intensive
care units (ICUs) as well as specialized equipment. Over
the last several years, cost-utility evaluations of VAECMO have begun to populate the literature, describing
various clinical scenarios and patient populations in which
ECMO has been applied. However, fiscal evaluation has
been challenged by multiple factors, including variability
in economic modeling, heterogeneity of both the study population, and device implanted.9 In the pediatric population,
which comprises the largest proportion of ECMO volume,
more robust financial analyses are available, and some of
these reports have described the cost-effectiveness of
ECMO as a bridge to heart transplant.10,11 However, economic analysis in which VA-ECMO has been used as a
bridge to either cardiac transplant or LVAD has not been
thoroughly explored in the adult population. The purpose
of our study is to report on the incremental costeffectiveness ratio (ICER) of ECMO used as a bridge to
transplant or LVAD with a single device among adult patients with acute heart failure.
METHODS
We retrospectively analyzed a prospectively maintained database of
patients who were treated at AdventHealth Orlando between March
2017 and November 2019 (Table E1). Patients with refractory cardiogenic shock who required VA-ECMO and were bridged to either HeartMate 3 (HM3) LVAD (Abbott) or cardiac transplant were evaluated.
Patients in postcardiotomy shock were excluded. Patients not bridged
to ECMO who underwent transplant during the same month as a patient
bridged to ECMO were used as a comparison group for the model. A
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similar strategy was used to select the non–ECMO-bridged HM3
LVAD comparison group. Patients who received intra-aortic balloon
pump support were considered medically managed for our model. Patients undergo multidisciplinary review before being offered LVAD or
transplant. Data were collected from review of the medical record and
from the financial analysists at the institution. After review, informed
written consent was deemed not required. The institutional review board
at AdventHealth Orlando approved this study protocol and publication
of the study data (institutional review board #1517126-1, approved
November 14, 2019).

Model Structure
We employed a Markov model to estimate health outcomes and costs for
patients who underwent heart transplantation or LVAD placement. Among
the transplant patients, some were bridged with VA-ECMO before transplantation. Similarly, some patients were bridged with VA-ECMO to
LVAD placement. For each patient population (transplant or LVAD), we
compared patients bridged with ECMO with non-ECMO bridged patients.
These non-bridged patients were not in cardiogenic shock and underwent
transplant or LVAD during the study period. The structure used 2 health
states: “alive” and “dead” for the model (Figures E1 and E2). Cohorts
entered the model alive and at every 1-year cycle were exposed to risk of
death. The Markov model applied variable mortality rates every cycle
and ran forward for 20 years after transplantation or LVAD placement, using a half-cycle correction to increase the accuracy of the estimates. The
model does not directly account for death after cannulation. Costs and
quality-adjusted life year (QALY) weights were modeled in a time varying
manner where appropriate. Discounting of health outcomes and costs was
applied at 3%. All cost estimates used in analysis, including those from
previous studies, were adjusted to reflect 2020 prices using the consumer
price index for medical care. The model was performed in TreeAge Pro
Healthcare 2021 Software.

Model Inputs
Costs. Costs occurred before discharge of transplant or LVAD placement were obtained from a review of patients treated between 2017 and
2019. These inpatient costs included ICU cost, ward cost, cost for transplant or LVAD, etc.
Costs occurred after discharge following transplantation or LVAD
placement were obtained from previous studies.12 The estimated annual
costs after cardiac transplant were $155,512 for the first year and
$34,905 afterword. The estimated annual costs after LVAD placement
were $164,831 for the first year and $46,835 afterword. The estimated
cost of death was $62,324 due to end-of-life care (Table 1).

Healthcare Utilities
Health outcomes were measured in QALYs, which jointly determined
by survival and health care utilities represented by QALY weights. We
determined the QALY weights of patients who had heart transplant by using the relationship between the EuroQol 5-dimensions and New York
Heart Association (NYHA) information as reported by G€ohler and colleagues.13 NYHA class was recorded at the first follow-up after transplant.
For patients who had LVAD, the QALY weights were based on the measurements from the clinical trial in Unai and colleagues.14 The utility
weights were generated on a scale of zero to one, where zero indicated
extremely poor life quality and one indicated perfect health. The postLVAD QALY weighs of ECMO bridged patients and non-ECMO bridged
patients were 0.82 and 0.79, respectively.

Survival Probabilities
We employed published 5-year survival data following cardiac transplant patients in patients who were bridged with ECMO and 7-year survival
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TABLE 1. Model parameters
Variable
Cost*
Transplant
Inpatient costs
for ECMObridged
transplant
Inpatient costs
for non–
ECMObridged
transplant
LVAD
Inpatient costs
for ECMObridged LVAD
Inpatient costs
for non–
ECMObridged LVAD
Annual cost after transplant
Year 1
Year 2 and
beyond
Annual cost after LVAD
Year 1
Year 2 and
beyond
End-of-life care
costs
QALY weights
Postheart transplant
NYHA I

TABLE 1. Continued
Value

$636,023

$538,928

$769,471

$325,242

$155,512
$34,905

$164,831
$46,835
$62,324

0.90

NYHA II

0.83

NYHA III

0.74

NYHA IV

0.60

Post-LVAD
ECMO-bridged
QALY
Non–ECMObridged QALY
Survival
Years after transplant
ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
2 Year

0.82
0.79

0.707
0.666

Reference

Patient-level data

Value

Reference

5 Year

0.618

DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115

Non–ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
0.92
3 Year

0.87

5 Year

0.81

7 Year

0.77

Patient-level data

Patient-level data

Patient-level data

Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412

G€ohler and
colleagues, 200913
G€ohler and
colleagues, 200913
G€ohler and
colleagues, 200913
G€ohler and
colleagues, 200913
Unai and colleagues,
201714
Unai and colleagues,
201714

DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115
DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115
(Continued)
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Years after LVAD placement
ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
0.692
2 Year

0.626

5 Year

0.565

Non–ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
0.88

Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716

DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115
DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115
DeFilippis and
colleagues, 202115
Han and colleagues,
201817

ECMO, Extracorporeal membranous oxygenation; LVAD, left ventricular assist device; QALY, quality-adjusted life years; NYHA, New York Heart Association. *Cost
in 2020 US dollars.

data for transplant patients who were not bridged. Similarly, we employed
5-year survival estimates for LVAD patients who were not bridged with
ECMO, and 1-year survival estimates for LVAD patients who were also
not bridged with ECMO. Survival probabilities for transplant patients
and LVAD patients who were bridged with ECMO were obtained from
the most recent findings published by DeFilippis and colleagues.15 Survival
probabilities for transplant patients and LVAD patients who were not
bridged with ECMO were obtained from Mishra and colleagues. and
Han and colleagues, respectively.16,17 This approach allowed us to estimate
the impact of ECMO as a bridge of transplant or LVAD more accurately.
We assumed that the mortality rates after the data available periods were
consistent with the US Actuarial Life Table published by Social Security
Administration. The posttransplant survival probabilities of ECMO patients for years 1 through 5 were 70.7%, 66.6%, and 61.8%, respectively.
The posttransplant survival probabilities of non-ECMO bridged patients
for years 1, 3, 5, and 7 were 92%, 87%, 81%, and 77%, respectively.
The post-LVAD survival probabilities of ECMO bridged patients for years
1, 2, and 5 were 69.2%, 62.6%, and 56.5%, respectively. The post-LVAD
survival probability of non-ECMO bridged patients for 1 year was 88%.

Analysis Results
Our cohort came from real-world patients treated at our institution. Patients with cardiac failure who were bridged with ECMO and then underwent
cardiac transplant were considered group 1 (n ¼ 7). Patients who were treated
with ECMO and then received placement of an LVAD comprised group 2
(n ¼ 6). These groups informed the inputs form cost of care in our model.
The average age in these groups was 47.6 and 49.3 years, respectively.
As shown in Table 2, the ICER of using ECMO as a bridge to transplant
was $246,629. To be specific, the cost per QALY gained among the ECMO
patients was $153,266 (measured by $1,909,702/12.46 QALY), whereas it
was $131,913 (measured by $1,338,917/10.15 QALY) for the non-ECMO
bridged group. Cost-effective analysis results for the LVAD patient groups
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TABLE 2. Cost-effectiveness of bridge to transplant or LVAD
Strategy

Cost

QALY

IC

IE

ICER (IC/IE)

ECMO bridge to transplant

$1,909,702

12.46

$570,785

2.31

$246,629

Non-bridge to transplant

$1,338,917

10.15

–

–

–

ECMO bridge to LVAD

$2,028,565

6.78

$522,585

–4.88

–$107,088

Non-bridge to LVAD

$1,505,979

11.66

–

–

–

QALY, Quality-adjusted life years; IC, incremental cost; IE, incremental effectiveness; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; ECMO, extracorporeal membranous oxygenation; LVAD, left ventricular assist device.

are reported in Table 2. The cost per QALY gained among the ECMO
bridged patients was $299,198 (measured by $2,028,565/6.78 QALY),
whereas it was $129,157 (measured by $1,505,979/11.66 QALY) for the
non-ECMO group. Therefore, the ICER of using ECMO as a bridge to
LVAD was –$107,088.

Sensitivity Analysis
We performed a series of sensitivity analyses to check the robustness of
the results. We ran the first-order simulation trials in a sensitivity analysis
for 1000 samples, with stabilization of random walks across strategies. Variables included in the sensitivity analysis were discount rate, end-of-life
care cost, inpatient costs for patients who had ECMO and subsequent transplant, inpatient costs for patients who did not receive ECMO but were
transplanted, inpatient costs for patients who were bridged with ECMO
to LVAD, inpatient costs for patients who were not ECMO bridged to
LVAD, posttransplant QALY weights, and post-LVAD QALY weights.
We assumed that the low and high values for discount rate were 2% and
4%, respectively. The range of the end-of-life care cost was between $0
and $62,324. Details for other parameters used in the sensitivity analysis
are shown in Table 3. One-way sensitivity analyses were conducted for
transplant patients and LVAD patients, respectively, as plotted in the
tornado diagrams (Figures 1, A and B and 2, A and B). The variables
were ordered by their influences on the incremental cost and the
incremental effectiveness. That is, variables that caused the most variation
in the incremental value are shown on the top, followed by the second
largest change, and so on. Bars are colored by variable range. The expected
value lines represent the incremental value between the ECMO and
non-ECMO strategies using the base-case value for each variable.
According to Figure 1, A, the inpatient costs of the patients who had
transplant without using ECMO had the greatest impact on the incremental
cost. Similarly, the incremental effectiveness of using ECMO as a bridge to
transplant was largely affected by the posttransplant QALY weight, as
shown in Figure 1, B. Figure 2, A and B, show similar results for
comparison between using ECMO as a bridge of LVAD and using LVAD
only. The inpatient costs of the patients who were not ECMO bridged to
LVAD had the greatest impact on the incremental cost, whereas the
incremental effectiveness of using ECMO as a bridge to LVAD was largely
affected by the post-LVAD QALY weight.

DISCUSSION
In the United States, the most frequent reason for hospital
admission is heart failure and, in parallel, there has been an
increasing number of patients who require mechanical circulatory support (MCS).8,18 Costs associated with providing
MCS support can exceed $200,000, with fewer than 25%
of patients ultimately being discharged from the inpatient
setting.8,19 In this analysis, we used patient-level data to estimate the cost-effectiveness of using ECMO as a bridge to
cardiac transplant or LVAD placement.

ECMO Bridging to Cardiac Transplant
There is a paucity of data evaluating the clinical longterm and economic outcomes in this population, as employing ECMO as a bridge to transplant or LVAD placement is
not widely practiced in the United States.4,20 We identified
the ICER of ECMO as a bridge to transplant to be $246,629,
which is more than twice the ICER of $94,000-$97,000
reported for non-ECMO bridged cardiac transplant patients.1,12 Historically, the willingness-to-pay threshold
has been estimated to be $50,000.1,21 Using this value as
base reference, we found bridging patients to durable intervention (transplant or LVAD) was not cost effective
(Figures E3 and E4). This is demonstrated in Figure 3. Accounting for changes in the gross domestic product, updated
cost-effectiveness has been suggested to range between
$100,000 and $120,000/QALY.22 Although there is no previously published data against which to compare this value,
bridging patients with ECMO to transplant is not cost effective even when measured with more contemporary costeffectiveness estimates. However, this finding is important,
as it estimates economic parameters that can add to the
complex discussion about rescuing patients with refractory
cardiogenic shock who are reliant on ECMO. The largest
contributors to costs associated with providing ECMO support are related to specialized care teams and ICU stay
rather than ECMO itself.21,23,24 Therefore, one strategy to
improve costs may be to reduce time on ECMO. Data
from a European series reported patients received ECMO
a median of 9 days before transplant, where we observed
a median of 3 days, which likely demonstrates the impact
of the recent organ allocation changes enacted in October
2018 as we analyzed patients transplanted after this transition in policy.16,20 In our data, the mean length of stay after
cardiac transplant in ECMO bridged and non-bridged
patients was 21 days versus 24 days, respectively. From a
policy perspective, it appears that the recent changes in
transplant allocation have had a positive effect on reducing
the duration of ECMO prior to transplant while maintaining
similar posttransplant length of stay.
The main determinant of outcome estimates in this analysis is survival. Identifying a population of similar patients in published literature is challenging, given the
JTCVS Open c Volume 11, Number C
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TABLE 3. Parameters for sensitivity analysis
Variable
Cost*
Transplant
Inpatient costs
for ECMObridged
transplant
Inpatient Costs
for non–
ECMObridged
transplant
LVAD
Inpatient costs
for ECMObridged LVAD
Inpatient Costs
for non–
ECMOBridged LVAD

Value

Mean: $636,023
SD: $166,369
Min: $461,201
Max: $917,322
Mean: $538,928
SD: $157,331
Min: $317,404
Max: $836,799

Patient-level data

Mean: $769,471
SD: $500,431
Min: $317,201
Max: $1708,318
Mean: $325,242
SD: $114,812
Min: $160,363
Max: $504,643

Patient-level data

Survival after transplant
Years after transplant
ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
0.70
2 Year

0.70

5 Year

0.70

1 Year

0.70

Non–ECMObridged
survival
1 Year

0.86

0.82

3 Year

0.79

5 Year

0.66

7 Year

0.86

Years after LVAD placement
ECMO-bridged survival
1 Year
0.77
Non–ECMO-bridged
survival
1 Year
0.77
2 Year

Reference

0.62

Patient-level data

Patient-level data

Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Mishra and
colleagues, 201716
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412

Han and colleagues,
201817

Long and colleagues,
201412
Long and colleagues,
201412

ECMO, Extracorporeal membranous oxygenation; SD, standard deviation; LVAD, left
ventricular assist device. *Cost in 2020 Dollars.
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limited number of patients bridged to transplant with
ECMO. Fukuhara in 2018 reported on 107 patients
selected from the United Network of Organ Sharing
Thoracic Registry, finding increased early and midterm
survival whereas data from Europe analyzing survival after ECMO bridging to transplant found 1-year posttransplant survival of 70%.4,16,20 The more recent paper by
DeFilippis and colleagues15 evaluating ECMO patients
bridged to transplant or LVAD has also demonstrated
1-year and 5-year survival estimates of 70% and 61.8%.
To improve the accuracy of our analysis, we used these
more contemporary estimates of posttransplant survival
after ECMO bridging to generate the survival estimates
for our model. In addition, while bridging to transplant
is not cost effective, this strategy appears to be paired
with improved life expectancy.
Finally, our model employed NYHA classification to estimate quality of life among patients with heart failure. We
excluded other causes for cardiogenic shock such as postcardiotomy or extracorporeal life support, creating a more
homogenous population for analysis. Other authors evaluating cost-effectiveness have employed the EuroQol
5-dimensions questionnaire to estimate quality of life after
ECMO.25,26 This questionnaire evaluates 5 dimensions
from which QOL estimates are generated. However, accuracy of the estimated utility and subsequent costeffectiveness estimates may be negatively impacted by
recall bias associated with data obtained from questionnaires, compromising the accuracy of the estimated ICER.
To reduce the possibility of this bias in our analysis, we
used NYHA class to estimate heart failure, which has
been linked to utilities when used as health states in Markov
modeling.13 The NYHA class was designated by the treating posttransplant heart failure specialist and obtained
from the medical record.
ECMO Bridging to LVAD
The rate of LVAD implantation has increased significantly overtime.15 Evolution in technology, patient selection, and clinical experience has resulted in improved
survival after device implantation, which has translated
into improved cost-effectiveness over time.2,27 The previous estimates by Long and colleagues12 reported
$206,300/QALY for patients bridged to transplant with an
LVAD versus $198,184 to $802,700/QALY in destination
therapy patients. Baras Shreibati and colleagues27 recently
reported an ICER of $209,400 in ambulatory patients with
inotrope dependent heart failure who underwent LVAD
placement. However, comparing these cost-effectiveness
estimates with our results is limited, as these reports estimate cost-effectiveness in non-ECMO bridged patients.
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Incremental Cost of ECMO Bridged Transplant vs Transplant Alone
Costs of Non-ECMO Bridged Transplant
Costs of ECMO Bridged Transplant
Discount Rate
Died
QALY After ECMO + Transplant
QALY After Transplant

50

0.
0
,0 0
0
10 0.0
0
0,
00
15 0.0
0,
0
00
20 0.0
0
0,
00
0
25
.
0, 00
00
30 0.0
0
0,
00
35 0.0
0
0,
00
40 0.0
0,
0
00
45 0.0
0,
0
00
50 0.0
0
0,
00
55 0.0
0,
0
00
60 0.0
0,
0
00
0.
00

Expected Value: 313,445

Incremental Cost

A
Incremental Effectiveness of ECMO + Transplant vs Transplant Alone
QALY After ECMO + Transplant
QALY After Transplant
Discount Rate
Died
Cost of ECMO Bridged Transpalnt
Cost Non-ECMO Bridged Transplant

–2

.0
–1 0
.5
–1 0
.0
–0 0
.5
0
0.
00
0.
50
1.
00
1.
50
2.
00
2.
50
3.
00
3.
50
4.
00
4.
50
5.
00
5.
50
6.
00

Expected Value 2.35

Incremental Effectiveness

B
FIGURE 1. A, Tornado diagram analysis of influential parameters affecting incremental cost among transplanted patients. The tornado diagram is a oneway sensitivity analysis that demonstrates the range of incremental cost-effectiveness. The variables depicted were ordered by their influence on the incremental cost with the most influential listed at the top. The range is a colored bar where blue represents the parameter range from the low uncertainty value to
the base value, and red represents the parameter range from the base value to the high uncertainty value. The expected value (EV) lines represent the incremental value between the extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (ECMO) and non-ECMO strategies among transplanted patients using the base case
value for each variable. Among non–ECMO-bridged transplant patients, the incremental value decreases as the parameter increases (from blue to red),
whereas for ECMO-bridged transplant patients, the incremental value increases as the parameter value increases (from blue to red). B, Tornado diagram
analysis of influential parameters affecting incremental effectiveness among transplanted patients. The tornado diagram is a one-way sensitivity analysis
that evaluates the potential impact of incremental cost-effectiveness of one variable while the others are held constant, determining which variable has
the greatest potential impact on cost-effectiveness. The variables listed were ordered by their influence on the incremental cost with the most influential
listed at the top. The expected value (EV) lines represent the incremental value between the extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (ECMO) and nonECMO strategies among transplanted patients using the base case value for each variable. In this figure, quality adjusted life-years (QALY) after ECMO
bridged transplant was the most influential and the incremental value increases as the parameter value increases toward the base value.

As with estimating the cost-effectiveness of ECMO as a
bridge to cardiac transplant, there are no data available to
compare our estimate of the cost-effectiveness of ECMO
as a bridge to HM3 LVAD placement.
Disease states used in this analysis were alive and dead,
and thus survival after LVAD placement was the main

determinant in estimating cost-effectiveness. In contrast to
the clinical outcomes reported after bridging with ECMO
to transplant, the outcomes after ECMO bridging to
LVAD have been less favorable.15,16,28 Han and colleagues17 in 2018 compared 18 Interagency Registry for
Mechanically Assisted Circulatory Support-1 patients
JTCVS Open c Volume 11, Number C
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Incremental Cost ECMO + LVAD vs LVAD Alone
Cost of ECMO Bridged LVAD
Cost of Non-Bridged LVAD
Died
QALY After ECMO + LVAD
Discount Rate
QALY After LVAD

–1

,0
0
–9 0,0
00 00
–8 ,0 .0
0 00 0
–7 0,0 .00
0 00
–6 0,0 .00
0 00
–5 0,0 .00
0 00
–4 0,0 .00
0 00
–3 0,0 .00
0 00
–2 0,0 .00
0 00
–1 0,0 .00
00 00
,0 .00
00
.
10 0 00
0, .0
20 00 0
0 0.
30 ,00 00
0 0.
40 ,00 00
0 0.
50 ,00 00
0 0.
60 ,00 00
0 0.
70 ,00 00
0 0.
80 ,00 00
0 0.
90 ,00 00
0
1, 0,00 .00
00 0
1, 0,0 .00
10 0
0, 0.0
00 0
0.
00

Expected Value: 132,322

Incremental Cost

A
Incremental Effectiveness ECMO + LVAD vs LVAD Alone
QALY After ECMO + LVAD
QALY After LVAD
Cost of ECMO Bridged LVAD
Died
Discount Rate
Cost of Non-Bridged LVAD

0
.0
–2

0
.5
–2

0
.0
–3

0
.5
–3

0
.0
–4

0
.5
–4

0
.0
–5

–5

.5

0

0
.0
–6

0
.5
–6

–7

.0

0

Expected Value: –4.81

Incremental Effectiveness

B
FIGURE 2. A, Tornado diagram analysis of influential parameters affecting incremental cost among patients who received a left ventricular assist device
(LVAD). The tornado diagram is a one-way sensitivity analysis that evaluates the potential impact of incremental cost-effectiveness of one variable while the
others are held constant, determining which variable has the greatest potential impact on cost-effectiveness. The variables listed were ordered by their influence on the incremental cost with the most influential listed at the top. The expected value (EV) lines represent the incremental value between the extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (ECMO) and non-ECMO strategies among patients who received an LVAD using the base case value for each variable.
In this figure, inpatient costs among ECMO-bridged patients were the most influential where the incremental value increases as the parameter increases
(from blue to red); while for the cost of non-bridged LVAD, the incremental value decreases as the parameter increases (from blue to red). This finding
is the opposite of the effect observed in ECMO bridged transplant patients. B, Tornado diagram analysis of influential parameters affecting incremental
effectiveness among patients who received LVAD. The tornado diagram is a one-way sensitivity analysis that evaluates the potential impact of incremental
cost-effectiveness of one variable while the others are held constant, determining which variable has the greatest potential impact on cost-effectiveness. The
variables listed were ordered by their influence on the incremental effectiveness with the most influential listed at the top. The EV lines represent the incremental value between the ECMO and non-ECMO strategies among patients who received an LVAD. In this figure, quality adjusted life-years (QALY)
after ECMO bridged LVAD placement was the most influential where the incremental value decreases as the parameter increases (from blue to red).

who were bridged to LVAD with VA-ECMO to 17 Interagency Registry for Mechanically Assisted Circulatory
Support-1 patients who received LVAD placement who
did not require ECMO. One-year survival was 88% but
was bolstered by the fact that approximately 50% of the
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remaining patients in each group underwent transplant during the follow-up period. Similar findings were reported by
Unai and colleagues.14 In both series, multiple devices were
implanted, challenging interpretation of their data. Goldstein and colleagues29 recently reported on 317 destination
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Incremental Cost Effectiveness of Using ECMO as a Bridge to
Transplant or LVAD
*March 2017-November 2019
*All patients were in refractory Cardiogenic Shock
*7 Patients Bridged with ECMO to Transplant & 6 Patients Bridged with ECMO to HM3 LVAD
Markov Modeling with 2 health states simulated for 20 years
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Using ECMO to bridge to transplant or LVAD placement is not cost effective. However, patients
bridged to transplant are paired with longer life expectancy in contrast to patients bridged to LVAD
ICER: Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio, WTP: Willingness to Pay Threshold in Dollars, ECMO: Extracorporeal Membranous Oxygenation,
HM: Heart Mate 3, LVAD: Left Ventricular Assist Device

FIGURE 3. Between March 2017 and November 2019, 7 patients with refractory cardiogenic shock cannulated on venoarterial extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (VA-ECMO) were bridged to cardiac transplant. Six patients with refractory cardiogenic shock were cannulated on VA-ECMO and
bridged to left ventricular assist device placement (LVAD) with a HeartMate 3 (HM3) device. Markov modeling was used to estimate the incremental
cost-effectiveness of bridging patients with cardiogenic shock to transplant or LVAD placement. In both scenarios, bridging patients with VA-ECMO
who are in refractory cardiogenic shock to transplant or LVAD placement was not cost effective, with cost effective estimates above the willingness to
pay willingness-to-pay (WTP) threshold of $50,000. ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.

therapy patients in the Multi-center Study of MagLev Technology in Patients Undergoing Mechanical Circulatory
Support Therapy with HeartMate 3 (MOMENTUM 3),
observing a 2-year survival of just greater than 60% after
HM3 implantation. The possibility of cardiac transplantation in this population has reduced the number of patients
available for long-term survival analysis. Recently, DeFilippis and colleagues15 addressed this issue. This group evaluated 587 patients who were bridged to LVAD with VAECMO between 2006 and 2019, reporting 1-, 2-, and 5year survival to be 69%, 62.6%, and 56.5%, respectively.
When adjusting for those who received cardiac transplant,
they found no significant difference in mortality after
LVAD placement in ECMO-bridged patients. In our model,
we identified that patients bridged to LVAD had greater
costs but did not have a longer life expectancy in contrast
to what we observed in the ECMO bridged to transplant patients, which is reflected by the negative value of the ICER
in the ECMO bridged to LVAD patients.
In the context of refractory cardiogenic shock, cannulation onto VA-ECMO in patients with refractory cardiogenic
shock as a bridge to cardiac transplant or LVAD placement

may have acceptable long-term outcomes.15 Improving the
short-term survival of patients bridged to LVAD increases
the opportunity for orthotopic heart transplant in the
following months, bolstering long-term survival.30,31
We found that ECMO bridging to transplant was not cost
effective and did not impact posttransplant length of stay
when compared with the posttransplant length of stay of
non–ECMO -bridged transplant patients. This suggests
that pretransplant care may have a significant influence on
overall cost. The reduction in time on ECMO before transplant may be reflections of the recent changes in organ allocation when compared to data from Europe. Similarly, we
also found bridging patients with VA-ECMO to LVAD
was not cost effective. In contrast to ECMO-bridged transplant patients, the additional costs incurred with ECMO
bridging to LVAD were not paired with longer life expectancy, negating the ICER. This is not surprising in that
even among patients who undergo LVAD placement in the
absence of ECMO bridging, published data suggests
LVAD placement is not considered cost-effective.27
Health care costs for the management of heart failure will
continue to increase and are expected to approach 70 billion
JTCVS Open c Volume 11, Number C
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dollars annually, by 2030.32 Estimating cost-effectiveness
in treating patients with advanced heart failure including
medical and procedural/surgical management is challenged
by the impact of confounding variables on outcomes. For
example, Urbich and colleagues32 demonstrated that comorbidities are a stronger predictor of costs than reduced
ejection fraction. However, when hospitalization is factored
in, elevated costs are driven primarily by recurrent hospitalization. The competing variables of comorbidity, degree of
heart failure, readmission, age, etc, challenge the ability to
estimate cost-effectiveness of medical versus surgical treatment of patients with heart failure.
This study has several limitations. While the cost estimates reflect real-world values, the number of patients studied may underestimate the variability of hospital charges
associated with the care of this subpopulation of patients.
Our model endeavored to simulate cost-effectiveness
among a specific group of patients with cardiogenic shock.
The generalizability of our results may be reduced due the
limitations incurred from developing a model from a small
number of patients. In addition, there is limited data
describing functional outcomes such as ability to live independently after HM3 placement and such data would be
helpful to build a more accurate model. However, we built
a model that reflected outcomes specific to the HM3
LVAD as different MCS devices have different complication profiles, which may impact quality of life. We also
included patients with a narrowed clinical picture to reduce
the heterogeneity which has been a source of criticism of
other reports on this topic. We observed the posttransplant
and LVAD hospitalization length of stay were similar to patients who were admitted from home for both these interventions, which suggests the increases in cost when
comparing bridged and non-bridged patients may occur in
the preintervention phase of hospitalization, although we
were unable to specifically characterize this impact. However, despite these challenges, we have identified the
ICER of ECMO employed as a bridge to cardiac transplant
or LVAD, for which limited data exist.
In conclusion, we observed that employing ECMO as a
bridge to direct cardiac transplant or LVAD placement is
not cost-effective. There appears to be a reduction in the
time to transplant after ECMO cannulation, although the
costs associated with ECMO itself may contribute to less
than 10% of overall costs incurred during hospitalization.21
While either approach is not cost-effective, our results are
consistent with other non–cost-effective extraordinary
life-saving interventions that employ ECMO, as observed
in patients undergoing lung transplant.33 While ECMO
has been shown to be cost-effective in some scenarios
(Table E2), parity has not been demonstrated among patients bridged to transplant or LVAD.34
While cost-effectiveness models ascribe value to intervention, further analysis of the factors that drive costs
140
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may be more important than the estimated ICER itself.
Identifying the areas of care in which excessive cost is
incurred can further innovation to reduce cost and improve
quality of life.
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FIGURE E1. Decision tree modeling clinical course of transplanted patients. The square represents the decision point where extracorporeal membranous
oxygenation (ECMO) is used or not. The circle represents the downstream consequences of the decision. The triangle represents the cost and effects end of
the pathway.
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Decision Tree Model for Left Ventricular Assist Device Patients
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FIGURE E2. Decision tree modeling clinical course of patients receiving left ventricular assist device placement (LVAD). The square represents the decision point where extracorporeal membranous oxygenation (ECMO) is used or not. The circle represents the downstream consequences of the decision. The
triangle represents the cost and effects end of the pathway.

Incremental Cost Effectiveness ECMO Bridged Transplant vs Transplant Alone
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FIGURE E3. Monte Carlo scatter plot: incremental cost-effectiveness of ECMO bridged transplant versus transplant alone. Monte Carlo plots show
repeated random samples from the model are depicted by one dot, which represents the average quality adjusted life year (QALY) gained and the incremental
cost of that sampling based on the model. The 0-value horizontal line demarks the point above which, the intervention is not cost effective. The inclining line
represents the willingness to pay (WTP) threshold. Above this line, the intervention is efficacious but not cost effective. The red dots demonstrate the simulated incremental cost estimate above the willingness to pay threshold of $50,000 whereas the green dots demonstrate estimates below the WTP threshold.
The scale represented by dollar amount along the Y axis among the transplanted patients is narrower than for left ventricular assist device patients. Fewer
simulations identified incremental cost estimates below the willingness to pay threshold in contrast to those that exceed it. ECMO, Extracorporeal membranous oxygenation.
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Incremental Effectiveness ECMO + LVAD vs LVAD Alone
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FIGURE E4. Monte Carlo scatter plot: incremental cost-effectiveness of ECMO bridged left ventricular assist device (LVAD) versus LVAD alone. Monte
Carlo plots show repeated random samples from the model are depicted by one dot, which represents the average quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained
and the incremental cost of that sampling based on the model. The 0-value horizontal line demarks the point above which, the intervention is not cost effective. The inclining line represents the willingness to pay (WTP) threshold. Above this line, the intervention is efficacious but not cost effective. The red dots
demonstrate the simulated incremental cost estimate above the WTP threshold of $50,000, whereas the green dots demonstrate estimates below the WTP
threshold. Fewer simulations identified incremental cost estimates below the WTP threshold in contrast to those that exceed it. The scale represented by
dollar amount along the Y axis among the patients who received and LVAD is broader than for the transplant patients. ECMO, Extracorporeal membranous
oxygenation.

TABLE E1. Demographics
ECMO indication

Age, y

Days on ECMO

INR

CRRT

Transplant
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock

INTERMACS

LOS after surgery, d

18
56
58
54
59
40
48

5
1
3
4
3
3
5

1.3
1.01
1.22
1.43
1.5
1.24
1.1

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25
27
32
17
26
21
23

LVAD
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock
Cardiogenic shock

58
33
46
47
57
55

5
19
18
8
12
4

2.2
1.6
3.7
1.49
1.36
1.32

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

1
1
1
1
1
1

34
32
20
40
28
20

ECMO, Extracorporeal membranous oxygenation; INR, international normalized ratio; CRRT, continuous renal replacement therapy; INTERMACS, Interagency Registry for
Mechanically Assisted Circulatory Support; LOS, length of stay; LVAD, left ventricular assist device.
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TABLE E2. Cost-effectiveness of other surgical procedures
Study

Year
E1

Cost-effectiveness ratio (US dollars)

2005

$34,000-$70,200/QALY

Cost-Effectiveness of Remote Cardiac Monitoring with the CardioMEMS Heart
Failure SystemE2

2017

$44,832/QALY

Cost-Effectiveness analysis of mitral valve repair with the MitraClip delivery
system for patients with mitral regurgitation: a systematic reviewE3

2021

$55,600/QALY

Cost-Effectiveness of Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting and Percutaneous Coronary
Intervention in Patients with Chronic Kidney Disease and Acute Coronary
Syndromes in the US Medicare ProgramE4

2021

$101,565/QALY CABG

Cost-Effectiveness of Transcatheter vs Surgical Aortic Valve Replacement in
Patients with Severe Aortic Stenosis at Intermediate RiskE5

2017

$44,062/QALY TAVR vs 46,968/QALY SAVR

Cost-Effectiveness of Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators

QALY, Quality-adjusted life years; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement; SAVR, surgical aortic valve replacement.
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